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Items Included in the Mid-Term Test 

Course Book: Wonderful World (4) Unit (2) 

Grammar: Present Simple Vs. Continuous - 

  Stative Verbs- Adverbs of frequency 

Story:  The Egyptian Souvenir (Chapter 1) 

Class Writing: Relationships –  

Describe your flat – Write about your 

favourite cartoon character-  

Comprehension: Unseen 
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1-Complete the sentences using the following words: 

             mean - rare - awful - castles - careful – flat - wealthy 

1. Kings used to live in ……………………………..long ago. 

2. I live in a small …………………………..near my work. 

3. This egg smells…………………………….. 

4. This kind of plant is becoming……………………... We can’t find it anywhere. 

5. She is so …………………………….because she doesn’t like helping others. 

6. She comes from a ……………………………………family. 

7. You should be …………………………on the stairs. 

2-Replace the underlined words with ones from the box: 

 

      Bucket - lucky - wealthy - modern - hospitals – rubbish 

 

1. Put some water in the rare, please. ………………………………………. 

2. Doctors work in castles.   ……………………………………….  

3. Sandra comes from a poor family. They're very rich. …………………………… 

4. You're very sad, you have a wonderful mum! ………………………………………. 

5. Look at this old car! It’s amazing!   ………………………………………. 

6. This garden is very dirty, it's full of flowers. ………………………………………. 
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3-Complete the sentences with these words: 

 awful – careful – large – mean – rich – right 

1-Our cottage isn’t ------------------ .It’s only got one bedroom. 

2-Please be -------------------- on the stairs. 

3-Sam’s very ----------------------- .He’s got three houses! 

4-You’re ---------------------, this chair is very heavy. 

5-This house is ----------------------- .I don’t like it at all. 

6-My sister is very ------------------! She never lets me play in her room. 

4-Replace the underlined word with the right synonym from the box. 

Wealthy – modern – huge – cruel – nasty - sick 

1- All rich people should help poor ones. ……………………… 

2- You mustn't be mean to bad people. Don't be like them. ……………………… 

3- Those apples smell awful. ……………………… 

4- Danny has a large amount of money. ……………………… 

5- I can't go to school because I am ill. ……………………… 

6- Jack bought an amazing new villa. ……………………… 

5-Write the missing letters: 

1-Having a lot of money      (r…………………………………) 

2-To answer something correctly    (r…………………………………) 

3-You cook food in this      (o…………………………………) 

4-You put clothes in this      (w…………………………………) 

5-When you're not kind      (c…………………………………) 

6-Not lies        (t…………………………………) 
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7-To go and live in a different place    (m…………………………………) 

8-The opposite of careless     (c……………………………………) 

9-Something that people are talking about   (r……………………………………) 

10-Not light       (h……………………………………) 

6-Fill in using 8 house- related words. 

1-Our new _O______________ cooks food very well. 

2-Please close the _W________________.I'm cold! 

3-Our _F_________________ fits a lot of food inside. 

4-I'm in the __S____________________ and the water is cold. 

5-This is grandpa's favourite__A________________. 

6-Wash your hands after you use the __T___________________. 

7-Your white shirt is in your __W______________. 

8-The girls sat on the __S________________. 

7-Circle the correct word: 

1-Is something on fire?There's a(n) awful/cruel smell in here. 

2-You're rare/right! This is our teacher's house. 

3-Lots of rich/poor people have villas on the island. 

4-This armchair is heavy/careful. 

5-That man explains/catches animals! 

6-Karen is so mean/dangerous. Sha never helps people. 

8-Circle the odd one out. 

1-rug –    floor –   washing machine 

2-rubbish –   balcony –   roof 
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3-vacuum cleaner –  bucket –   microwave 

4- hospital-    school-   street 

5- farmer-    nurse-   parent 

6-modern –   old –    new 

9-Circle the correct answer. 

1-Mara grew up in a hard/wealthy family. 

2-They lost/became their grandparents last year. 

3-Where do you come from/move? China. 

4-Tidy your bedroom/balcony. There are clothes on the floor again. 

5-The teacher put the book in the shower/bookcase. 

6-How many parents/children go to your school? 

10-Complete the dialogue with these words: (cottage – flat – is – live – move) 

Eric: Where do you (1)………………………….…………… Danny? 

Danny: I live in a huge (2)…………………………………… in the city center. 

Eric: Cool! You're near all the shops and cafes. 

Danny: That's right. I love it there. I lived in an old (3)…………………..……….. in a small 

village before. It was really boring. 

Eric: When did you (4)………………….……………. in? 

Danny: I moved into the flat a year ago. 

Eric: (5)………………………………………. the flat modern? 

Danny: Yes, it's very modern. Why don't you come at the weekend? 
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Using Connectors: 1-Circle the correct words 

1-My bed is big and/ but it isn’t comfortable. 

2-This wardrobe is horrible because / so I want a new one. 

3-The stairs are old and / but dangerous. 

4-I don’t like this flat because / so the bedrooms are very small. 

2-Choose the correct answer: 

1-The dragon has paws (and- but) sharp claws. 

2-This frog is green (and- but) that one is grey. 

3-Adam is asleep (and- but) Laura is playing. 

4-The window is open (and- but) the door is shut. 

5-I ate my breakfast (but- and) drank some milk. 

6-Heba is a nice girl (but- and) she doesn’t have many friends. 

7-I stayed in bed (but- and) watched T.V. 

8-The children went to the park (and- but) they didn’t have fun. 

3-Choose the correct answer: 

This beautiful houseboat is on the river (so/because) it has got a nice view. It's a great 

home for young people. It's got four bedrooms (and/but) a big sitting room. You can 

cook all your meals here (so/because) there's a modern kitchen. It hasn't got a dining 

room (and/but) there's a big table in the kitchen. The houseboat isn't new (but/and) 

the furniture is. You can live in this houseboat (but/and) enjoy the river too! 
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1-Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

1-Tom / plays/ usually/ at home. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-?/Jason / have / how often /a singing lesson / does. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-late / Rasha / is / never / for school. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-ride / sometimes / Kate and her cousin /their horses. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-?/ go out / how often /your parents / do / for dinner. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6-am / on /always/ my birthday/ I / happy. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7-usually / in /don't /They /the evening / out /go  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Correct the verbs between brackets.  

1- Mr. Green is a teacher. He ……………………… history.                         [ teach ] 

 2- Jim and Nick ……………………… football every day.                             [ play ] 

 3- Chris ……………………… her room every morning.                                [ tidy ] 

 4- Elephants ……………………… leaves and grass.                                     [ eat ] 

  5- I ……………………… to the cinema on Saturdays.                                 [ go ] 

  6- Jack ……………………… volleyball.                                                       [ play ] 
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3-Correct the mistake (Underline the keywords). 

 1- Our teacher is giving us a test every month.    (……………………………………)  

 2- Alex usually grow roses in his garden.    (……………………………………)  

 3- The cat drinkes its milk every morning.    (……………………………………)  

 4- Mary sometimes studyes in the living room.   (……………………………………)  

4-Complete the sentences with the Present Simple. Use the verbs in brackets.  

1-We ……………………………………………to school by bus.     (not go) 

2-I……………………………………dinner twice a week.      (cook) 

3-On Saturdays, the Internet café………………………………at five o’clock.  (not close) 

4-Every afternoon, Toby………………………………………T V after school.  (watch) 

5-Sandra…………………………………………her homework in her bedroom.   (do) 

6-You……………………………………trainers to school.      (not wear) 

7-The big ship ………………………………………………at the harbor twice a week.  (arrive) 

8 Dad……………………………………………to work in the morning.    (hurry) 

5-Complete the sentences with Present Simple. Use the verbs in brackets.  

1-John _________________ to school every day.     [walk] 

2-It ________________ cold in Egypt in summer.    [not be] 

3-Amanda and Paul ______________ play football after school. [not play] 

4-Mrs Smith __________________ in a café.     [work] 

5-The little rabbit __________________ carrots.    [eat] 

6-Ken _________________ his room at the weekend.    [clean] 
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6-Choose the correct answer. 

1-I don't like bananas so I…………………………eat them. 

a-always                              b-never 

2-Mr. Peters………………………………………… to work in the morning. 

a- usually walks                   b-walks usually 

3-'Do you……………………………………go to the theatre?' 'Yes, we go once a month. ' 

a-never      b-sometimes 

4-Helen…………………………………nice to her brother. 

a-always is                         b-is always 

5-Simon and Kelly love holidays. They………………………………… to the sea. 

a-always go                          b-go always 

7-Put the words in the correct order to make correct sentences. 

1- nephew/ polite / is / always / your 

__________________________________________________________ 

2- see / always / school / I / cousin / after / my 

__________________________________________________________ 

3- ?/for / late / Mum / is / usually / work 

__________________________________________________________ 

4- am / I / never/school /on / for/time 

_________________________________________________________ 

5 -?/how/visit / do / often / you / Grandma/ your 

_________________________________________________________ 

8-Circle the correct word (Underline the key words). 

1-Jamil, look! Your baby brother (stands / is standing) up. 

2-Does (it rain/is it raining) a lot in England? 

3-I (write/am writing) an email at the moment. 

4-Children often (drink/are drinking) milk for breakfast. 
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5-(Does Julie play/Is Julie playing) in the garden now? 

6-(Do Vicky and Nancy walk/ Are Vicky and Nancy walking) to school every day? 

9-Correct the verbs between brackets: 

1-We usually -------------- (spend) our holidays by the sea, but this summer we    ---

-------------------------(stay) in town. 

2------------ he ----------- (watch) the news every evening? 

3-The children --------------------------- (not/go) to school today. 

4-------------- they --------------------- (wait) for you now?  

- No, they aren’t. They ---------------------------- (go) home. 

5-He often ------------- (go) to school by bus, but today he -------------------- (go) 

on foot. 

6-Listen! Someone -------------------------- (move) the furniture upstairs. 

7-The cake ------------------ (be) delicious yesterday. 

8- What ------------ the children ----------------- (do) at the moment? 

- They are ---------------------- (have) fun with their cousins. 

9- How often ------------ you ----------- (play) tennis? Every Saturday. 

10- He usually -------------------- (wear) blue jeans but today he --------------------- 

(wear) a suit. 

10-Choose the correct answer:-  

1) That man over there (looks – is looking) at us.  

2) Those colours (look – are looking) bright.  

3) (Do you think – Are you thinking) he’s telling the truth?  

4) This perfume (smells – is smelling) fantastic – Why don't you buy it?  

5) I (am – am being) very busy right now.  

6) What’s the matter? You (sound – are sounding) upset.  
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7) He (hates – is hating) cartoons.  

8) (Do kangaroos live – Are kangaroos living) in Africa? 

9)  The population of India (grow – grows – is growing) very fast these days. 

10) Let's go now because the show (is starting- starts).  

11) I (don’t work – am not working) at weekends.  

12) He (never wear – is never wearing – never wears) ties.  

13) I (am not believing – don't believe) you! You're lying.   

14) The man (lies – is lieing – is lying) on the beach now, he often  

(is going – go – goes ) there in summer. 

11-Complete the sentences with the Present Simple or the Present Continuous. 

Use the verbs in brackets. 

1- At the moment, my aunt…………………………………..……………..a letter.   (write)                                                                

2 - It ………………………………………………..…………..now .Let’s go for a walk.   (not rain)                                                                   

3-My cousin…………………………………..…………a new bag for school this week.  (need) 

4- That film…………………………………………………………………………..great!    (sound) 

5 -Look! They …………………………………………..…………………….in the snow!   (lie) 

6-……………………….……… you …………………………..………….the question?   (understand) 

7- Sam…………………….……………………..to have karate lessons this summer. (want) 

8-…………………………Martha……………….……………….the ducks now?    (feed) 
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1-Match each word to the correct definition. 

1-Souvenir  ( )      a- an unexplained event, something you don't understand 

2-beetle ( )       b- a place you go to look at old and valuable objects 

3-mystery ( )         c- a person who investigates mysteries  

4-detective ( )         d- a city in Egypt, North Africa 

5-museum  ( )         e- something you buy on holiday 

6-Cairo   ( )         f- an insect 

7-supply teacher ( )        g- a big expensive car 

8-limousine ( )                  h- someone who substitutes your regular teacher 

2-Underline the correct words. 

Sally (live/lives) in England. She goes (at/to) secondary school. Her best friend's 

name (is/are) Lisa. She (have/has) got an older brother called Stephen. She wants to 

be (a/an) detective. She (love/loves) solving mysteries. 

3-Match each verb to the right noun. 

1-follow               a- a mess  ( ) 

2-ride                 b- a car   ( ) 

3-drive               c- a mystery  ( ) 

4-make               d- someone  ( ) 

5-solve               e- a criminal  ( ) 

6-arrest             f- a bike   ( ) 
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4-Who are they? Match each sentence to the right person. 

1- Sally      a- He’s Sally’s brother   ( ) 

2-Mr. Sanderson    b- She’s a supply teacher   ( ) 

3-Lisa      c- She’s the girl telling the story ( ) 

4-Stephen     d-She’s Sally’s best friend  ( ) 

5-Miss Robertson    e-He’s a history teacher   ( ) 

5-Unscramble these words. 

 

1. nqteuai  antique 

2. pmlu  ---------------------- 

3. Ousinliem ---------------------- 

4. Ooeettrb ----------------------  

5. Buhdoieongroph ----------------------  

6. ovunrise ----------------------  

6-Answer the following questions: 

 

1. What did Stephen think about the case? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. What did Sally visit? With who? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Who are the Pharaohs? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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4. Why did Sally’s father shout at her? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Describe the supply teacher. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. Why did Sally like the new teacher? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. What did Sally see in the neighborhood? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7-Put (√) or (×): 

1. Sally’s father is angry because his desk is a mess.   ( ) 

2. Sally’s father bought a black beetle when he went to Sudan.   ( ) 

3. Sally shouted in the museum.       ( ) 

8-Comment: 

1. “It’s not exactly the same ….. mine has a small lump above one eye and it lights up 

in the dark,” 

Who said this sentence? To whom? When and where? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. “I believe you’re doing a project on the Egyptians. Have you got any Egyptian 

objects at home?” 

Who said this sentence? To whom? When and where? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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1-Complete the sentences using the following words: 

          Wealthy - mean - rare - awful - castles - careful - flat 

1. Kings used to live in …castles…………………………..long ago. 

2. I live in a small ……flat……………………..near my work. 

3. This egg smells……awful ……………………….. 

4. This kind of plant is becoming…rare…………………... We can’t find it anywhere. 

5. She is so ……mean……………………….because she doesn’t like helping others. 

6. She comes from a wealthy family. 

7. You should be …careful………………………on the stairs. 

2-Replace the underlined words with ones from the box: 

 

      Bucket - lucky - wealthy - modern - hospitals – rubbish 

 

1. Put some water in the rare, please. ……bucket…………………………………. 

2. Doctors work in castles.   ……hospitals………………………………….  

3. Sandra comes from a poor family. They're very rich. …wealthy………………………… 

4. You're very sad, you have a wonderful mum! ………lucky………………………………. 

5. Look at this old car, it’s amazing!   …………modern……………………………. 

6. This garden is very dirty, it's full of flowers. ………rubbish………………………………. 

3-Complete the sentences with these words: 

1-Our cottage isn’t ---large--------------- .It’s only got one bedroom. 

2-Please be --careful------------------ on the stairs. 
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3-Sam’s very ---rich-------------------- .He’s got three houses! 

4-You’re ----light-----------------, this chair is very heavy. 

5-This house is ---awful-------------------- .I don’t like it at all. 

6-My sister is very -mean-----------------! She never lets me play in her room. 

4-Replace the underlined word with the right synonym from the box. 

1. All rich people should help poor ones. …wealth…………………… 

2. You mustn't be mean to bad people. Don't be like them. …cruel…………………… 

3. Those apples smell awful. ……nasty………………… 

4. Danny has a large amount of money. ……huge………………… 

5. I can't go to school because I am ill. ……sick………………… 

6. Jack bought an amazing new villa. ……modern………………… 

5-Write the missing letters: 

1-Having a lot of money      (rich…………………………………) 

2-To answer something correctly    (right…………………………………) 

3-You cook food in this      (oven…………………………………) 

4-You put clothes in this      (wardrobe…………………………………) 

5-When you're not kind      (cruel…………………………………) 

6-Not lies        (truth…………………………………) 

7-To go and live in a different place    (move in…………………………………) 

8-The opposite of careless     (careful……………………………………) 

9-Something that people are talking about   (rumour……………………………………) 

10-Not light       (heavy……………………………………) 

6-Fill in using 8 house- related words. 

1-Our new oven cooks food very well. 

2-Please close the window. I'm cold! 
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3-Our fridge fits a lot of food inside. 

4-I'm in the shower and the water is cold. 

5-This is grandpa's favourite armchair 

6-Wash your hands after you use the toilet 

7-Your white shirt is in your wardrobe 

8-The girls sat on the sofa. 

7-Circle the correct word: 

1-Is something on fire?There's a(n) awful/cruel smell in here. 

2-You're rare/right! This is our teacher's house. 

3-Lots of rich/poor people have villas on the island. 

4-This armchair is heavy/careful. 

5-That man explains/catches animals! 

6-Karen is so mean/dangerous. Sha never helps people. 

8-Circle the odd one out. 

1-rug –    floor –   washing machine 

2-rubbish –   balcony –   roof 

3-vacuum cleaner –  bucket –   microwave 

4- hospital-    school-   street 

5- farmer-    nurse-   parent 

6-modern –   old –    new 

9-Circle the correct answer. 

1-Mara grew up in a hard/wealthy family. 

2-They lost/became their grandparents last year. 
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3-Where do you come from/move? China. 

4-Tidy your bedroom/balcony. There are clothes on the floor again. 

5-The teacher put the book in the shower/bookcase. 

6-How many parents/children go to your school? 

10-Complete the dialogue with these words:(cottage – flat – is – live – move) 

Eric: Where do you (1)…………live……………….…………… Danny? 

Danny: I live in a huge (2)……… ……… flat …………………… in the city center. 

Eric: Cool! You're near all the shops and cafes. 

Danny: That's right. I love it there. I lived in an old (3)……… ……… cottage …..……….. in a 

small village before. It was really boring. 

Eric: When did you (4)………move………….……………. in? 

Danny: I moved into the flat a year ago. 

Eric: (5)………Is………………………………. the flat modern? 

Danny: Yes, it's very modern. Why don't you come at the weekend? 

Using Connectors:  

1-Circle the correct words 

1-My bed is big and/ but it isn’t comfortable. 

2-This wardrobe is horrible because / so I want a new one. 

3-The stairs are old and / but dangerous. 

4-I don’t like this flat because / so the bedrooms are very small. 

2-Choose the correct answer: 

1-The dragon has paws (and- but) sharp claws. 

2-This frog is green (and- but) that one is grey. 

3-Adam is asleep (and- but) Laura is playing. 
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4-The window is open (and- but) the door is shut. 

5-I ate my breakfast (but- and) drank some milk. 

6-Heba is a nice girl (but- and) she doesn’t have many friends. 

7-I stayed in bed (but- and) watched T.V. 

8-The children went to the park (and- but) they didn’t have fun. 

3-Choose the correct answer: 

This beautiful houseboat is on the river (so/because) it has got a nice view. It's a great 

home for young people. It's got four bedrooms (and/but) a big sitting room. You can 

cook all your meals here (so/because) there's a modern kitchen. It hasn't got a dining 

room (and/but) there's a big table in the kitchen. The houseboat isn't new (but/and) 

the furniture is. You can live in this houseboat (but/and ) enjoy the river too! 
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1-Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

1-Tom / plays/ usually/ at home. 

Tom usually plays at home. 

2-?/Jason / have / how often /a singing lesson / does. 

How often does Jason have a singing lesson? 

3-late / Rasha / is / never / for school. 

Rash is never late for school. 

4-ride / sometimes / Kate and her cousin /their horses. 

Kate and her cousin sometimes ride their horses. 

5-?/ go out / how often /your parents / do / for dinner. 

How often do your parents go out for dinner? 

6-am / on /always/ my birthday/ I / happy. 

I am always happy on my birthday. 

7-usually / in /don't /They /the evening / out /go 

They don't usually go out in the evening.  

2-Correct the verbs between brackets.  

1- Mr. Green is a teacher. He teaches history.                    [ teach ] 

 2- Jim and Nick play football every day.                             [ play ] 

 3- Chris tidies her room every morning.                              [ tidy ] 

 4- Elephants eat leaves and grass.                                     [ eat ] 

  5- I go to the cinema on Saturdays.                                 [ go ] 

  6- Jack plays volleyball.                                                    [ play ] 
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3-Correct the mistake (Underline the keywords). 

 1- Our teacher is giving us a test every month.    gives   

2- Alex usually grow roses in his garden.    grows  

 3- The cat drinkes its milk every morning.    drinks  

 4- Mary sometimes studyes in the living room.   studies  

4-Complete the sentences with the Present Simple. Use the verbs in brackets.  

1-We don't go to school by bus.       (not go) 

2-I cook dinner twice a week.        (cook) 

3-On Saturdays, the Internet café doesn't close at five o’clock.  (not close) 

4-Every afternoon, Toby watches T V after school.    (watch) 

5-Sandra does her homework in her bedroom.     (do) 

6-You don't wear trainers to school.       (not wear) 

7-The big ship arrives at the harbor twice a week.     (arrive) 

8 Dad hurries to work in the morning.       (hurry) 

5-Complete the sentences with Present Simple. Use the verbs in brackets.  

1-John walks to school every day.     [walk] 

2-It  isn't  cold in Egypt in summer.     [not be] 

3-Amanda and Paul don't play football after school. [not play] 

4-Mrs Smith works in a café.      [work] 

5-The little rabbit eats carrots.     [eat] 

6-Ken cleans his room at the weekend.    [clean] 
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6-Choose the correct answer. 

1-I don't like bananas so I…………………………eat them. 

a-always                               b-never 

2-Mr. Peters………………………………………… to work in the morning. 

a- usually walks                   b-walks usually 

3-'Do you……………………………………go to the theatre?' 'Yes, we go once a month. ' 

a-never      b-sometimes 

4-Helen…………………………………nice to her brother. 

a-always is                         b-is always 

5-Simon and Kelly love holidays. They………………………………… to the sea. 

a-always go                          b-go always 

7-Put the words in the correct order to make correct sentences. 

1- nephew/ polite / is / always / your 

Your nephew is always polite. 

2- see / always / school / I / cousin / after / my 

I always see my cousin after school. 

3- ?/for / late / Mum / is / usually / work 

Mum is usually late for work? 

4- am / I / never/school /on / for/time 

I am never on time for school. 

5 -?/how/visit / do / often / you / Grandma/your 

How often do you visit your Grandma? 

8-Circle the correct word (Underline the key words). 

1-Jamil, look! Your baby brother (stands / is standing) up. 

2-Does (it rain/is it raining) a lot in England? 

3-I (write/am writing) an email at the moment. 

4-Children often (drink/are drinking) milk for breakfast. 

5-(Does Julie play/Is Julie playing) in the garden now? 

6-(Do Vicky and Nancy walk/ Are Vicky and Nancy walking) to school every day? 
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9-Correct the verbs between brackets: 

1-We usually spend (spend) our holidays by the sea, but this summer we are staying 

(stay) in town. 

2- Does he watch (watch) the news every evening? 

3-The children aren't watching (not/go) to school today. 

4-Are they waiting (wait) for you now?  

- No, they aren’t. They going (go) home. 

5-He often goes (go) to school by bus, but today he is going (go) on foot. 

6-Listen! Someone is moving (move) the furniture upstairs. 

7-The cake was (be) delicious yesterday. 

8- What are the children doing (do) at the moment? 

- They are having (have) fun with their cousins. 

11- How often do you do (play) tennis? Every Saturday. 

12- He usually wears (wear) blue jeans but today he is wearing (wear) a suit. 

10-Choose the correct answer:-  

1) That man over there (looks – is looking) at us.  

2) Those colours (look – are looking) bright.  

3) (Do you think – Are you thinking) he’s telling the truth?  

4) This perfume (smells – is smelling) fantastic – Why don't you buy it?  

5) I (am – am being) very busy right now.  

6) What’s the matter? You (sound – are sounding) upset.  

7) He (hates – is hating) cartoons.  

8) (Do kangaroos live – Are kangaroos living) in Africa? 
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9)  The population of India (grow – grows – is growing) very fast these days. 

10) Let's go now because the show (is starting- starts).  

11) I (don’t work – am not working) at weekends.  

12) He (never wear – is never wearing – never wears) ties.  

13) I (am not believing – don't believe) you! You're lying.   

14) The man (lies – is lieing – is lying) on the beach now, he often  

(is going – go – goes ) there in summer. 

11-Complete the sentences with the Present Simple or the Present Continuous. 

Use the verbs in brackets. 

3- At the moment, my aunt is writing a letter.   (write)                                                                

2 - It  isn't raining now .Let’s go for a walk.   (not rain)                                                                   

3-My cousin needs a new bag for school this week.  (need) 

4- That film sounds great!      (sound) 

6 -Look! They are lying in the snow!    (lie) 

6- Do you understand the question?    (understand) 

7- Sam wants to have karate lessons this summer. (want) 

8-Is Martha feeding the ducks now?    (feed) 
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1-Match each word to the correct definition. 

1-Souvenir                     a- an unexplained event, something you don't understand (3) 

2-beetle                         b- a place you go to look at old and valuable objects (5) 

3-mystery                      c- a person who investigates mysteries (4)  

4-detective                    d- a city in Egypt, North Africa (6) 

5-museum                       e- something you buy on holiday (1) 

6-Cairo                           f- an insect (2) 

7-supply teacher            g- a big expensive car (8) 

8-limousine                     h- someone who substitutes your regular teacher (7) 

2-Underline the correct words. 

Sally (live/lives) in England. She goes (at/to) secondary school. Her best friend's 

name (is/are) Lisa. She (have/has) got an older brother called Stephen. She wants to 

be (a/an) detective. She (love/loves) solving mysteries. 

3-Match each verb to the right noun. 

1-follow               a- a mess (4) 

2-ride                 b- a car (3) 

3-drive               c- a mystery (5) 

4-make               d- someone (1) 

5-solve               e- a criminal (6) 

6-arrest             f- a bike (2) 
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4-Who are they? Match each sentence to the right person. 

1- Sally      a- He’s Sally’s brother (4) 

2-Mr. Sanderson    b- She’s a supply teacher (5) 

3-Lisa      c- She’s the girl telling the story (1) 

4-Stephen     d-She’s Sally’s best friend (3) 

5-Miss Robertson    e-He’s a history teacher (2) 

5-Unscramble these words from chapter 1. 

 

1. nqteuai      antique 

2. pmlu   ---lump------------------- 

3. Ousinliem ---limousine------------------- 

4. Ooeettrb ---beetroot-------------------  

5. Buhdoieongroph -neighborhood---------------------  

6. ovunrise  -souvenir---------------------  

6-Answer the following questions: 

1. What did Stephen think about the case? 

Stephen thought that the case is closed.……………………………………………………………… 

2. What did Sally visit? With who? 

…Sally visited the Egyptian Museum with her class and Mr. Sanderson.……… 

3. Who are the Pharaohs? 

The pharaohs are the kings of ancient Egypt. 

4. Why did Sally’s father shout at her? 

He thought that Sally played in his study.……………………………………………………………… 

5. Describe the supply teacher. 

She's young and very pretty. She has long black hair and a friendly face. 
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6. Why did Sally like the new teacher? 

She liked her because she has some good ideas. 

7. What did Sally see in the neighborhood? 

…Sally saw a black limousine parked outside her house. 

 

7-Put (√) or (×): 

1. Sally’s father is angry because his desk is a mess.   (√ ) 

2. Sally’s father bought a black beetle when he went to Sudan.   (× ) 

3. Sally shouted in the museum.       (√ ) 

8-Comment: 

1. “It’s not exactly the same ….. mine has a small lump above one eye and it lights up in 

the dark,” 

Who said this sentence? To whom? When and where? 

…Sally said that to her class and Mr. Sanderson in the Egyptian Museum 

when she saw the black beetle. 

2.  “I believe you’re doing a project on the Egyptians. Have you got any Egyptian 

objects at home?” 

Who said this sentence? To whom? When and where? 

Miss Robertson said this sentence to Sally's class when she came as a supply 

teacher in Sally's school.  

 

 

 


